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Motorcycle Motorbooks
International
In 1913, the merger of the
Sacramento Motorcycle
Club with the Capital City
Wheelmen catapulted
Sacramento into becoming
one of the biggest
motorcycle hubs in the
state. Cycles roared into
town from all corners of
California to participate in
championship races, hill
climbs, endurance runs and
field meets. Races teemed
with motorcycles of every
make and model, including
Indian, Thor, Yale, Excelsior
and Jefferson, piquing the
interest of prominent
merchants, city leaders and
superior court judges.

Discover the stories of a
an enthusiast's booktranscontinental motorcycle written, photographed
relay, a perilous ride through and produced by
a blizzard to deliver film to
enthusiasts for
network TV and the women enthusiasts. Above all,
who formed a trailblazing
it captures the Corvette
motorcycle club. Author
spirit.
Kimberly Reed Edwards
WALNECK'S CLASSIC
brings to life the exciting
CYCLE TRADER,
early days of the "Greatest
SEPTEMBER 2003
Sport in the World" in
Motorbooks
California's capital.

Art of the HarleyDavidson(R)
Motorcycle - Deluxe
Edition Motorbooks
International
A revved-up, flat-out,
nostalgic, evocative
tribute to America's
favorite sports car, an
epochal book about an
epoch-making
American adventure.
Covering every
production Corvette
from 1953 to 1985, as
well as the racing,
experimental and
custom models, this is

From the single-cylinder bikes
of the 1950s to the highperformance sportbikes of
today, The Complete Book of
Ducati Motorcyclesshowcases
the entire spectrum of Ducati.
Legendary Ducati
motorcycles have something
of a rags-to-riches story. This
Italian motorcycle
manufacturer began by selling
motorized bicycles to
impoverished residents of
post-World War II Italy.
Today, Ducati is the world's
premier manufacturer of
street motorcycles whose sales
continue to rise year after
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International
year. Its svelte, hyperaccelerating motorcycles are Take a full-throttle
two-wheeled wonders that are tour through more than
a century of Harleyfluent in the language of speed. Davidson history with
The Complete Book of Ducati this definitive eMotorcycles traces the
guide. The Ultimate
Harley-Davidson tells
stunning chronology of the
motorcycles dreamed up by the story of the
world's greatest
Ducati, from the 1950s to
motorcycle make--from
present day. Laid out for the its origins in a
first time in encyclopedia form backyard shed to the
with gorgeous photography international company
it is today, more than
and insights from Ducati
expert Ian Falloon, this book 100 years later. From
offers motorcycle enthusiasts a the early bikes and
their key innovations
closer look at the
to the v-rods and
craftsmanship, power, and
sports bikes of recent
beauty of these extraordinary years, it is the
complete e-guide for
motorcycles. The book
features all of the motorcycles lovers of this
from Ducati's storied history, American classic.
Gloriously illustrated
including the groundbreaking gallery spreads
Desmodromic 750 Super
showcase more than 70
Sport, the Mike Hailwood
of the best-loved
Harleys ever created,
Replica, the Superbikedominating 916, and the epic drawing out their
Panigale. From the street bikes defining features.
Spectacular close-ups
that gave birth to the very
of key engines explain
notion of the modern
how the classic
superbike to the racing
Harleys ran, while an
motorcycles that dominated updated catalog of
every production model
tracks in Great Britain,
Europe, and North America provides technical
data and key specs for
since the latter part of the
each bike. Whether
twentieth century, The
you're an easy rider
Complete Book of Ducati
or born to be wild--or
just mad about
Motorcycles runs the full
motorcycles--there is
gamut of sportbikes. It's a
collection that demands shelf only one HarleyDavidson, and this is
space in the library of any true the ebook for you.
motorcycle collector or fan. The Complete Book of Ducati
The Indian Motorbooks

Motorcycles Motorbooks

International
"The complete story of Indian,
America's first mass-produced
motorcycle maker"-Harley-Davidson and Indian
Wars-Baker & Taylor
Motorbooks International
Presents a decades-worth of
photographs featuring the
famous motorcycles,
chronicling the company's
greatest bikes from the early
1900s to today, providing
specifications and lore for
each.
The Harley-Davidson Reader
Voyageur Press
Based on the civilian WL model,
Harley-Davidson's WLA ("A" for
"Army") motorcycle was first
produced in 1940. It would
remain in production through
1945, and eventually over 90,000
weredelivered for use in all
theaters of WWII. Like the WL,
the WLA was equipped with a 45
cubic inch (740 cc) flathead high
compression engine and arugged
frame. Military modifications
included blackout lights, fenders
without traditional sides (to
reduce mud clogging), an air
cleaner to facilitate off-road use
and easy maintenance, and a
crankcase breather that enabled
the fording of water obstacles.
The motorcycle typically was
also equipped with leg protectors,
a skid plate, leather rifle or
machine gun scabbard, an
ammunition box, radio or luggage
rack, and a windscreen. This U.S.
Army technical manual TM
9-879 was created in 1943 for the
men who operated and serviced
the WLA in the field. In its pages
you will find a description of the
motorcycle, and information
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regarding its use and
large Luftwaffe gliders. As well as
is. It's available monthly to
care.Originally classified
AMA members. Become a part using well-known photographs to
"restricted", this manual was
of the largest, most diverse and illustrate the many facets of the
declassified long ago and is
design and development of the
most enthusiastic group of
reprinted here in its entirety. Legal riders in the country by visiting aircraft, the authors have also
disclaimer: The name "Harleybeen able to call upon many
our website or calling
Davidson" is a trademark of H-D
previously unpublished
800-AMA-JOIN.
Michigan, LLC and the Harley
photographs. Fernando
Ultimate Harley Davidson
Davidson Motor Co., which
Estanislau's excellent artwork
Crestline Publishing Company
reserves all rights to it.
considerably enhances the work.
The Messerschmitt Bf 110
This book is a feast for the
Growing Up Harley-Davidson
entered war service on 1st
Luftwaffe enthusiast, and with the
Motorbooks
September 1939 with the 'C-1'
recent introduction of new Bf 110
Color photographs and
variant. By the end of 1940, by
plastic model kits, it is a 'mustdescriptive text chronicle the
which time the type had fought in
history of fifteen classic Harley- the Polish campaign, the various have' for the aviation modeller
seeking to identify the exact
Davidson motorcycles
campaign on the European
details of any sub-variant from the
mainland, and the Battle of
Military Harley-Davidson
'C' to the 'E'.
Britain, it had gone though
Ian Allan Pub
The Harley-Davidson Story
various
changes
and
roles,
and
Harley-Davidson: The
Motorbooks International
had developed as far as the 'E'
Vivid color gallery profiles more
Complete History is a richly
variant. Authors John Vasco and
than four decades of Chevrolet's
illustrated tribute to the
Fernando Estanislau have already
most prominent Corvettes, from
company's iconic
done comprehensive work on the
1953 through today.
many variants of the Bf 110 prior
bikes--from the original
Cycle World Magazine
to undertaking this new project,
1903 machine to modern
Casemate
Sportsters--with stories from and have brought their extensive The Harley-Davidson Source
knowledge of the aircraft to bear
famous motorcycle writers.
on producing this work on the 'C', Book is the ultimate curated
Everything Harley-Davidson
survey of the ultimate
'D' and 'E' variants.The book
Chartwell Books
motorcycle. It details the most
shows the changes within each
Contains full-color photographs
significant designs and models
variant, starting with a lead-in
and descriptions of approximately
detailing the changes from the pre- throughout the Motor
one hundred Harley Davidson
war 'B' variant to the 'C'.The
Company's history.
motorcycles produced since 1903.
many sub-variants of the 'C' are
Corvette Motorbooks
Harley Davidson & Indian
detailed, and the 'D' variant
International
Wars Dk Pub
covers the 'Dackelbauch' long
The Harley-Davidson WLA
The history of Harleyrange fighter version and the 'D-3'
Davidson motorcycles and how variant which sought to provide and other American military
motorcycles performed crucial
the motorcycles made the
extra range by way of auxiliary
company an American legend. fuel tanks under the wings rather roles during the Second World
War in the U.S. armed forces
than the cumbersome
The Harley-Davidson and
Indian Wars Crestline Books 'Dackelbauch'. The 'E' shows the and other Allied armies
move to the provision of heating worldwide. Liberator: The
American Motorcyclist
Harley-Davidson WLA in the
magazine, the official journal in the cockpit for the crew, as
well as the 'E' reconnaissance
Second World War for the first
of the American Motorcyclist
version and the rarely seen Bf
time tells the full story of how
Associaton, tells the stories of
110 Cs and Es that were
the U.S. Army and Marine
the people who make
converted for duties towing the
Corps and other Allied armed

motorcycling the sport that it
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forces used the Harleyairborne troops, in the U.S.
changed the author’s life: “It
Davidson WLA and other
armed services and other allied is almost like an adventure
American military motorcycles armies. These other models
novel except it is true” (Air
during the war. The book traces include:- Harley-Davidson WL- Classics). This book tells the
the development of the WLA in Harley-Davidson "Big Twins"- story of a Dutch boy who
1940-42 from the civilian Forty- Indian 741, 640, 344, and 340grew up during the 1950s in
Five models of 1929-39,
Cushman Model 53 scooter postwar Borneo, where he
describes the evolution of U.S. Simplex ServicycleUnique
had frequent encounters with
Army and Marine Corps usage human perspectives on the
an airplane, the Douglas
of motorcycles through the
Harley-Davidson WLA and
DC-3, a.k.a. the C-47
motorcycle-borne mechanized other American military
Skytrain or Dakota, of World
cavalry experiments of
motorcycles during the war
1940-41, and addresses
come from the stories of several War II fame. For a young
wartime use of motorcycles in individual U.S. Army soldiers boy living in a remote jungle
each major type of U.S. Army who fought on motorcycles,
community, the aircraft
unit (mechanized cavalry,
and the histories of a U.S.
reached the proportions of a
armored divisions, infantry
Army military police unit and a romantic icon as the essential
divisions, airborne divisions,
Red Army motorcycle
lifeline to a bigger world for
military police, etc.) and in
battalion. These stories, several him, the beginning of a
Marine Divisions, with detailed of them previously
special bond. In 1957, his
tables of organization and
unpublished, are reminders of
family left the island and all
equipment for each. Moreover, the men who once rode these
its residual wreckage of
Liberator: The Harleymachines during the war.This
World War II, and he
Davidson WLA in the Second book will be of interest to
World War describes the use of enthusiasts of Harley-Davidson, attended college in The
Hague. After graduation, he
the WLA, Indians, and other
Indian, and military
started a career as a corporate
Harley-Davidsons in each
motorcycles, and to military
Allied army that used them. It historians and preservationists executive—and met the
especially emphasizes their use worldwide.
aircraft again during business
Harley-Davidson
Motor
by the Soviet Union, which was
trips to the Americas. His
Company
Salamander
Books
the largest user of the WLA,
childhood passion for the
receiving more through Lend- With more than 200 studio photos Dakota flared up anew, and
Lease than the number used by of mementos, detailed captions, the fascination pulled like a
the U.S. armed services. These and text, Harley-Davidson
magnet. As if predestined, or
Collectibles provides an
countries include:- Soviet
entertaining account of the
maybe just looking for an
Union- Canada- United
motorcycle and a stunning look at excuse to come closer, he
Kingdom- Australia- New
the vast array of valuable and rare began a business to salvage
Zealand- South Africa- India- Harley-Davidson memorabilia,
and convert Dakota parts,
Poland - France - Brazil- Iran- including sales literature, pins,
which meant first of all
Republic of ChinaAlthough
clothing, posters, miniatures,
finding them. As the demand
primarily focused on the Harley-tools, parts, and more.
for these war relic parts and
Davidson WLA, the book also The Dakota Hunter
describes use of other Harley- Friedman/Fairfax Pub
cockpits soared, he began to
Davidsons, Indians, and small A tale of a lifelong passion travel the world to track
motorcycles designed for
down surplus, crashed, or
for a WWII aircraft that
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Harley has roared back to capture
derelict Dakotas. He ventured roster. 250,000 people help
celebrate
Harley's
100th
the hearts of riders the world over,
deeper and deeper into
including the million-plus
remote mountains, jungles, anniversary in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. And a museum
members of the Harley Owners
savannas, and the seas where devoted to the company's products Group (members are known,
the planes are found, usually opens up. Clearly, this is a
naturally, as HOGs). Harleyas ghostly wrecks but
company unlike any other. How Davidson—a company that
did Harley do it? How did it go
changed, and is changing, the
sometimes still in full
from making motorcycles to
world.
commercial operation. In
creating a Harley experience that Indian Motorcycle(R)
hunting the mythical Dakota,
puts hundreds of thousands of
Motorbooks International
he often encountered
people aged sixteen to one
Harley-Davidson motorcycles are
intimidating or dicey
hundred on the road traveling to the grandest name in American
situations in countries
events each year where they can motorcycling, and represent the
plagued by wars or revolts, meet company officials and other freedom of the open road, a life
of rebellion, and a heritage of
others by arms and narcotics Harley riders? That's what this
book is all about. In addition, the craftsmanship for over 100 years.
trafficking, warlords, and
author offers special features that In this collection, the biggest and
conmen. The stories of these include a look at the colorful
best writings, old and new, are
expeditions take the reader to people associated with Harley,
assembled on Harley-Davidson
some of the remotest spots in interesting trivia, a Harleyand their unique mystique by
Davidson
time
line,
a
focus
on
writers and personalities that are
the world, but once there, one
products, a look at how the
part of the legend, from Hunter S.
is often greeted by the
comfort of what was once the company treats its workers, what Thompson to Sonny Barger, Evel
its detractors have to say, and
Knievel to Arlen Ness, and more.
West’s apex in
where the company is headed.
Punctuated with classic
transportation—however now Honda may match Harleyimages—from vintage
haunted by the courageous Davidson for quality and perhaps motorcycling photos to racing
innovation, but no one has
and walls of death posters to
airmen of the past.
Harley-Davidson Arcadia
Publishing
It's 1901 and a guy named Harley
has an idea. Put an engine on a
bicycle. What? Outside his door,
carts are still pulled by horses and
autos are a rare sight. It's 1908
and a Harley-Davidson
motorcycle sets a record by
getting 188 miles to a gallon of
gas. It's 1909 and the company
introduces something new to its
line: a V-twin cylinder engine.
Fast forward to the 21st century,
and the technical innovation
hasn't stopped. But there's a lot
more than just choppers in the
mix. Examples: The HarleyDavidson racing team adds a
seventeen-year-old girl to the

matched the company for its
pictures from biker LPs and
ability to create 'buzz marketing' novels—these are the stories that
and turn casual riders into
have helped define the Harleyunofficial sales people. HarleyDavidson myth. The tales of the
Davidson, it turns out, isn't just in company’s birth, the rise of the
the motorcycle business. As its
biker outlaw legend, and the
mission statement points out, it's modern-day revival of choppers,
in the business of fulfilling
bobbers, and retro rides are all
dreams. This book documents
told by the best-loved sages of
how Harley-Davidson is a rare
biker lore. With sidebars on biker
company in other ways: Its loyal movies, biker literature, and
workforce, for one thing, is guided much more, this book chronicles
by principles like trust and respect the Motor Company’s long ride
for the individual. For another, the into modern-day legend.
company has made a superb effort
to keep jobs in the United States,
when it would be far cheaper and
easier to use offshore labor.
Teetering on the brink of
bankruptcy in the early 1980s,
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